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Posts by Marcy
Marcy Wheeler is an independent journalist
writing about national security and civil
liberties. She writes as emptywheel at her
eponymous blog, publishes at outlets including
Motherboard, the New Republic, and Al Jazeera,
and appears frequently on television and radio.
She is the author of Anatomy of Deceit, a primer
on the CIA leak investigation, and liveblogged
the Scooter Libby trial.
Marcy serves on the Advisory Committee for the
House Fourth Amendment Caucus, is a senior
fellow at GWU’s Center for Cyber and Homeland
Security, and was declared an Internet Human
Rights hero by AccessNow.
Marcy has been blogging full time since 2007.
She’s known for her live-blogging of the Scooter
Libby trial, her discovery of the number of
times Khalid Sheikh Mohammed was waterboarded,
and for reverse-engineering government
surveillance years before it otherwise gets
disclosed.
Marcy has a PhD from the University of Michigan,
where she researched the “feuilleton,” a short
conversational newspaper form that has proven
important in times of heightened censorship.
Before and after her time in academics, Marcy
provided documentation consulting for
corporations in the auto, tech, and energy
industries. She lives with her spouse in Grand
Rapids, MI.
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Posts by Bmaz
Bmaz is a rather large saguaro cactus in the
Southwestern Sonoran desert. A lover of the
Constitution, law, family, sports, food and
spirits. As you might imagine, a bit prickly
occasionally. Bmaz has attended all three state
universities in Arizona, with both undergraduate
and graduate degrees from Arizona State
University, and with significant post-graduate
work (in physics and organic chemistry, go
figure) at both the University of Colorado in
Boulder and the University of Arizona. Married,
with both a lovely child and a giant Sasquatch
dog. Bmaz has been a participant on the internet
since the early 2000’s, including active
participation in the precursor to Emptywheel,
The Next Hurrah. Formally joined the Emptywheel
blog as an original contributing member at its
founding in 2007. Bmaz grew up around politics,
education, sports and, most significantly, cars;
notably around Formula One racing and Concours
de Elegance automobile restoration and showing.
Currently lives in the Cactus Patch with his
lovely wife and beast of a dog, and practices
both criminal and civil trial law.
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Notre Dame undergrad (math); JD, Indiana
University at Bloomington; 1st Lieutenant, US
Army.; private practice in corporate and
securities law; Assistant AG in Tennessee for
consumer protection and securities; Blue Sky

Securities Commissioner, Tennessee; private
practice, bankruptcy and corporate law.
I have had a lifelong interest in economics. For
most of my career, that interest was practical,
focused on the problems in front of me. Lately I
have been more interested in economics as a
theory, especially its impact on the lives of
people like those I met in my bankruptcy
practice, and on the politics of money in the
US. I also enjoy reading philosophers, starting
in college and steadily expanding my reading
ever since. I wrote at FireDogLake for a number
of years.
Generally, I think the problem facing the US is
the dominance of neoliberal discourse. I think
it clouds the vision, and limits the kinds of
problems that can be identified and solved. For
example, the existence and danger of climate
change can easily be identified in a scientific
discussion. However, the problem does not fit
the neoliberal discourse because science insists
that the pursuit of individual and corporate
self-interest will lead to devastation. In
neoliberal discourse, the pursuit of selfinterest always leads to Eden.
The neoliberal project has two prongs. One is
the police function of crushing dissent and
alternative views. The police function is
provided by government agencies and private and
institutional actors. The counterpart is the
economic system , which is operated by
government and by private and institutional
actors. Some of these actors operate in both
spheres. I focus on the second prong.
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Many years ago, Jim got a BA in Radiation
Biophysics from the University of Kansas. He
then got a PhD in Molecular Biology from UCLA
and did postdoctoral research in yeast genetics
at UC Berkeley and mouse retroviruses at
Stanford. He joined biosys in Palo Alto,
producing insect parasitic nematodes for pest
control. In the early 1990’s, he moved to
Gainesville, FL and founded a company that
eventually became Entomos. He left the firm as
it reorganized into Pasteuria Biosciences and
chose not to found a new firm due a clash of
values with venture capital investors, who
generally lack all values. Upon leaving, he
chose to be a stay at home dad, gentleman
farmer, cook and horse wrangler. He discovered
the online world through commenting at Glenn
Greenwald’s blog in the Salon days and was
involved in the briefly successful Chris Dodd
move to block the bill to renew FISA. He then
went on to blog at Firedoglake and served a
brief stint as evening editor there. When the
Emptywheel blog moved out of Firedoglake back to
standalone status, Jim tagged along and blogged
on anthrax, viruses, John Galt, Pakistan and
Afghanistan. He is now a mostly lapsed blogger
looking for a work-around to the depressing
realization that pointing out the details of
government malfeasance and elite immunity has
approximately zero effect.
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I’m a Lutheran pastor with a bachelors degree in
math and economics to go with a masters and
Ph.D. in religion. Like Marcy and others here at
Emptywheel, I’ve got a lot of experience in the
close reading of various texts, whether
religious texts, legal opinions, political
speeches, or governmental regulations. Years

ago, before it was a dirty word, I was an intern
at the State Department. While my career path
took me into the ministry rather than the
Foreign Service, I continue to follow the ins
and outs of international affairs. For several
years, I also regularly blogged at Firedoglake
on religion and politics, foreign affairs, and
just about anything else that caught my
attention, and am delighted to return to
blogging here at Emptywheel.
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Quinn Norton is a writer who likes to hang out
in the dead end alleys and rough neighborhood of
the Internet, where bad things can happen to
defenseless little packets. She writes about
hackers, humans, bodies, technologies, and
internets.
“Useless in terms of… tactical details” –
Stratfor
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Blogger since 2002, political activist since
2003, geek since birth. Opinions informed by
mixed-race, multi-ethnic, cis-female condition,
further shaped by kind friends of all
persuasions. Sci-tech frenemy, wannabe artist,
decent cook, determined author, successful
troublemaker. Mother of invention and two
excessively smart-assed young adult kids.
Attended School of Hard Knocks; Rather

Unfortunate Smallish Private Business School in
Midwest; Affordable Mid-State Community College
w/evening classes. Self-employed at Tiny
Consulting Business; previously at Large-ish
Chemical Company with HQ in Midwest in multiple
marginalizing corporate drone roles, and at
Rather Big IT Service Provider as a project
manager, preceded by a motley assortment of gigs
before the gig economy was a thing. Blogging
experience includes a personal blog at the
original blogs.salon.com, managing editor for a
state-based news site, and a stint at
Firedoglake before landing here at emptywheel as
technology’s less-virginal-but-still-accursed
Cassandra.

